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USING TWITTER DATA FOR CRUISE TOURISM
MARKETING AND RESEARCH

Seunghyun “Brian” Park
Chihyung “Michael” Ok
Bongsug “Kevin” Chae

ABSTRACT. The need to understand how social media affect the hospitality and tourism field has
increased. This paper discusses and demonstrates social media analytics using Twitter data referring to
cruise travel. This research also includes an in-depth analysis of tweets by three types of user groups:
commercial, news/blogs, and private. The results show that not only were words related to travel,
destination, industry, and emotion most frequently used in composing tweets, but celebrities, profes-
sional bloggers, cruise lines, and travel agencies actually led major subgroups on cruise topics on
Twitter. Based on such findings, this study provides feasible marketing strategies.

KEYWORDS. Cruise travel, Twitter, social media, big data analytics, tourism marketing

INTRODUCTION

Cruise travel is rapidly growing in the tourism
industry (Hung & Petrick, 2011; Petrick, 2004;
Teye & Leclerc, 1998). According to the cruise
ship market report (Cruise Market Watch, 2014),
the number of annual cruise passengers has gra-
dually increased from 3.8 million in 1990 to 21
million in 2013 (7.7% growth per year on aver-
age). A cruise ship provides travelers with a
unique bundle of service offerings; it is a floating
hotel, transportation connecting travel destina-
tions, and an entertainment hub with various
events (Kester, 2003). Many researchers have
investigated what motivates cruise travelers and
how to evaluate satisfaction and its antecedents
(Petrick, 2004; Qu & Ping, 1999; Zhang, Ye,

Song, & Liu, 2013). This research has helped
in developing and implementing both marketing
and business strategies. Although cruises are
immensely popular, research on cruise tourism
has been somewhat limited (Zhang et al., 2013).
Consequently, researchers need a holistic review
of the cruise industry and communication pat-
terns among diverse stakeholders. Here, social
media platforms have a considerable influence.

Social media use platforms where consumers
express or share their opinions and seek travel
information (Culnan, McHugh, & Zubillaga,
2010; Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Kietzmann,
Hermkens, McCarthy, & Silvestre, 2011).
Marketers have used social media as an afford-
able but powerful promotional tool to dissemi-
nate information about their brands, products,
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and services (Stieglitz & Dang-Xuan, 2013).
For example, microblogging tools like Twitter
and Facebook create what is called “big data”,
which is large in size and diverse in type.
Twitter alone generates about 500 million
tweets daily (Twitter, n.d.a) or several terabytes
(1 terabyte = 1,000,000,000,000 bytes) of data.

Social media have drawn unprecedented
attention from customers, businesses, and
researchers in many disciplines. The hospitality
and tourism industry is no exception; lately,
social media have become a hot research item
in the hospitality and tourism academic commu-
nity. Lu and Stepchenkova (2014) reported that
most existing studies analyzed social media
content, customer review websites, and blogs
which are related to products and services in
the tourism, lodging, or restaurant industries.
The authors strongly suggested using social
media content (e.g. user-generated data from
TripAdvisor) effectively as a data source and
incorporating more sophisticated methods of
analyzing this type of data where most previous
studies in tourism and hospitality have exten-
sively relied on survey methods.

Accordingly, “social media analytics (and big
data analytics)” is in the spotlight in several
different fields (Aral, Dellarocas, & Godes,
2013). Social media analytics is an emerging
computational method referring to a set of ana-
lytical software applications and techniques for
collecting and analyzing social media data for
solving business problems and for academic
research. Social media analytics has used differ-
ent social media platforms, including blogs, con-
tent communities (e.g. TripAdvisor), and social
networking sites (e.g. Facebook) (Java, Song,
Finin, & Tseng, 2007; Lu & Stepchenkova,
2014), to answer questions about public senti-
ment, information diffusion, market forecasting,
new product development, and emergency
response (Stieglitz & Dang-Xuan, 2013; Suh,
Hong, Pirolli, & Chi, 2010; Thelwall, Buckley,
& Paltoglou, 2011). While the research using
social media is growing, it is still in its infancy
(Kwok & Yu, 2013). This is especially true for
tourism (Zeng & Gerritsen, 2014).

Our purpose in this research was to use social
media analytics to broaden our understanding of
cruise tourism. Therefore, the research was

exploratory, focusing on Twitter as a data source,
and attempting to identify meaningful topics and
patterns in social media communication using
data collected from Twitter. Furthermore, the
authors discuss the contribution of social media
analytics to the development of cruise research
by supporting results from previous research and
providing new ideas for future studies. Twitter
was specifically chosen because Twitter data are
available to businesses and researchers through
the Twitter Application Programming Interface
(API). Other tourism- and hospitality-related
social media platforms restrict data collection,
especially of user-generated content, under their
terms and conditions for use. Also, Twitter is a
large contributor in the “big data phenomeno-
n”and has become a useful data source for
addressing challenging business and societal pro-
blems (Bruns & Stieglitz, 2013). Hospitality
managers and researchers thus have the opportu-
nity to use social media data and analytics.

This paper first offers a literature review of
cruise tourism, social media, and Twitter
research. This is followed by an introduction of
social media analytics (text mining and network
mapping analysis in particular) as a research
method for analyzing social media data. The
research methodology includes data collection
and sampling, data cleaning, and analysis proce-
dures. The results present findings from text
mining/word frequency analysis and network
mapping analysis. The main findings and con-
clusions are then discussed. Finally, the limita-
tions of the current study are considered and
several options for future research suggested.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Cruise Tourism Studies

Approximately 10.7 million travelers
embarked on cruise ships from the United
States (US) and spent US$ 20.1 billion in
North America in 2013 (Business Research
& Economic Advisors, 2014). A cruise ship
offers diverse products and services to trave-
lers: transportation, accommodation, dining,
shipboard entertainment, recreation, and shore
excursions (Teye & Leclerc, 1998). Many
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hospitality and tourism researchers have
sought to better understand attitudinal and
behavioral outcomes of cruise tourist experi-
ences, especially motivation, expectation,
value, and satisfaction (Hung & Petrick,
2011; Meng, Liang, & Yang, 2011; Petrick,
Tonner, & Quinn, 2006; Testa & Sullivan,
2002; Teye & Leclerc, 1998).

Qu and Ping (1999) found that Hong Kong
travelers were motivated to buy a cruise to find
something new, view scenery, and attend social
events, also reporting the primary factors lead-
ing to satisfaction and dissatisfaction. Teye and
Leclerc (1998) measured levels of expectations
of cruise ship products and services, emotions,
and intention to revisit and recommend cruises
to others. In a similar study, Duman and Mattila
(2005) tested the influences of selected affective
factors on cruise travel value, satisfaction, and
future behavior intention. Their study shows
that such affective factors (hedonics, novelty,
control, etc.) positively influence overall satis-
faction, cruise value perception, and behavioral
intentions.

These studies have helped to explain the
behavior and experiences of cruise travelers,
reporting on motivation, expectation, affective
factors, feeling, and satisfaction. However, the
research relied heavily on extant research meth-
ods like surveys using structured questionnaires
and interviews with travelers. New data sources
and research techniques can make a meaningful
contribution to the research and practice of
cruise travel (Bruns & Stieglitz, 2013). Thus,
social media data and analytical techniques are
becoming important resources for both industry
and academia.

Social Media and Twitter Research

Social media have changed many aspects of
individual and organizational life, making such
platforms as Facebook and Twitter common
topics for research in the social sciences (Boyd
& Ellison, 2007; Kietzmann et al., 2011; Kwok
& Yu, 2013; Williams, Terras, & Warwick,
2013). Social media (or Web 2.0) refer to a
broad range of technological platforms that
allow users to share information and connect

with others. Thus, social media generate what
is known as big data. Much communication on
social media tends to be unstructured (e.g.
texts). Other examples include blogging sites,
social networking platforms like Facebook,
virtual social worlds like Second Life, colla-
borative projects like Wikipedia, and content-
sharing communities like YouTube (Kaplan &
Haenlein, 2010). While Web 1.0 technologies
or traditional social media like individual web
pages enabled individuals and businesses to
publish content, Web 2.0 has transformed
content creation and sharing, making it much
more interactive, with many customer
reviews, new posts and relevant comments,
and relationships (e.g. friendship or follower/
following).

Among these social media platforms, Twitter
has drawn the attention of researchers in diverse
fields who address topics like social networking,
information diffusion, customer engagement, and
product promotion (Bruns & Stieglitz, 2013;
Jansen, Zhang, Sobel, & Chowdury, 2009; Suh
et al., 2010; Thelwall et al., 2011; Williams et al.,
2013). As the largest microblogging platform,
Twitter allows users to compose short messages
(or tweets). Each tweet contains two pieces of
information: a text message itself and its meta-
data. While the message itself is 140 characters
(or less), the metadata includes a diverse set of
information about user, language, location, fol-
lower, retweet count, followers, and so on
(Twitter, n.d.b).

An example tweet and its partial metadata are
presented in Table 1. RT, which is at the begin-
ning of the message, indicates that the user
(@Travel1234) has re-posted another person’s
(@georgetwin) tweet. This retweeting is similar
to the function of forwarding an e-mail.
Hashtags are a popular and meaningful compo-
nent of Twitter communication (Romero,
Meeder, & Kleinberg, 2011). They refer to
topics or keywords used in Twitter. The tweet
in Table 1 includes four hashtags (#cruise,
#stthomas, #vacation, and #epicday), indicating
that the tweet is related to cruise, vacation, and
St. Thomas. Other information includes the cre-
ated date and time of the tweet (2014-06-05
01:01:40 + 00:00), the retweet count (37), and
the primary language (En) of the user.
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Social networking platform users primarily
connect through friendships. Thus, research
may focus on finding networks of friends.
Twitter, on the other hand, allows different
types of relationships through such Twitter fea-
tures as follow, reply, retweet, favorite, and hash-
tag. These intrinsic features of Twitter create
more complex and larger networks in the con-
versation environment and thus enable the
speedy dissemination of social issues (Thelwall
et al., 2011). In fact, Jansen et al. (2009) claim
that Twitter strongly facilitates the effects of
electronic word-of-mouth through the number
of opinions and the speed of retweeting.

In addition, compared with other social media
platforms like Facebook and TripAdvisor, acces-
sing data on Twitter is relatively straightforward
through the use of Twitter API (Twitter, n.d.c).
Using API allows a researcher to capture an
approximately 1% random sample of all tweets
and follow the tweets of up to 5000 users. The
high accessibility of big social data (Kwak, Lee,
Park, & Moon, 2010) makes Twitter a top data
source for practical industry applications and aca-
demic research.

Social Media Analysis Techniques

Descriptive Analysis

Descriptive analysis is a major research method
for reporting “what is going on or what exists”
(Trochim & Donnelly, 2006, p. 5). Frequency
analysis is a useful technique in descriptive
analysis to quantitatively present how often
words, phrases, and events occur. Word fre-
quency analysis can be used to examine the

number of tweets in a data set. In the literature,
researchers have used frequency analysis with
words and/or hashtags to scrutinize important
meanings and characteristics (Conover et al.,
2011; Ghiassi, Skinner, & Zimbra, 2013).

The building block of descriptive analysis for
social media data is tokenization, which is the
process of splitting documents (or tweets) into
small units like words, phrases, and symbols
using data transformation. Once tokenization is
finished, other natural language processing (NLP)
techniques (see for example Weiss, Indurkhya,
Zhang, & Damerau, 2005) can be applied for
further data filtering and cleaning. Such techniques
include removing stopping (or unnecessary) words
(e.g. a, an, the, is, was, at, in, or http) and shortening
words through “stemming” (e.g. makes, making,
or made→make). A variety of software tools and
techniques are available for NLP or text mining:
Python Natural Language Toolkit; NLP software
tools from the Stanford NLP group; text mining
packages in R; IBM SPSS Text Miner; SAS Text
Miner; and RapidMiner.

Network Mapping Analysis

Twitter data also allows researchers to investi-
gate different types of networks representing
association (through “follow”), communication
pattern (through “reply” and “mention), informa-
tion diffusion (through retweets), and commu-
nities of practice (through “hashtag”). Therefore,
network mapping analysis for Twitter data is
much needed. Network mapping analysis is one
topological technique for observing patterns of
activities or traffic in complicated connections
(Bruns & Burgess, 2011; Chau & Xu, 2012).
Consider the relationship or network formed
through follower/following in Twitter. A typical
Twitter user (e.g. @CarnivalCruise) connects
with many other users through the follower/fol-
lowing (118,000 users/392 users) relationship
(Carnival Cruise Line, n.d.). Those connected to
@CarnivalCruise, are linked to other users
through the same type of follower/following
relationship. Through these follower/following
relationship, almost every user is related in
some way to every other user in Twitter.

TABLE 1. Example of Tweet Data Attributes

Text message RT @georgetwin: We are excited
about the ferry! #cruise #stthomas
#vacation #epicday https://t.co/
lOUkmd86e1234

Created time 2014-06-05 01:01:40+00:00
User’s screen name @Travel1234
Hashtag(s) #cruise #stthomas #vacation
Number of retweets 37
Language En
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Analyzing this web of relationships can produce
valuable insights into communication patterns
and information diffusion.

A diverse set of social network analysis tools
and methods are useful in this type of research.
A growing body of studies has developed and
used social network analysis in the literature
(Luo & Zhong, 2015; Nunkoo, Gursoy, &
Ramkissoon, 2013). The extant social network
metrics (Wasserman & Faust, 2005) help re-
searchers identify hidden patterns in a large net-
work of people and relationships (e.g. hashtags).
For example, such metrics as Eigenvector central-
ity, closeness centrality, and betweenness central-
ity can be used to evaluate the importance of
vertices (or users) in the network (Java et al.,
2007). Investigating central users in networks
like Twitter helps identify influential actors in
communication and information diffusion. These
analyses can be performed using many software
tools, among them Gephi, the network packages
in R, and Python.

Cluster analysis, a subcategory of social net-
work analysis, is particularly useful for identi-
fying clusters or subgroups inside a large
network (Wasserman & Faust, 2005). For exam-
ple, it is possible to detect the existence of
different subgroups with specific characteristics
and interactions within a large network of
online bloggers who are discussing topics like
iPod and Starbucks (Chau & Xu, 2012).

METHODS

Data Collection and Preparation

For this study, Twitter data about cruise tours
were collected between May 2 and June 5,
2014. During the period, ScraperWiki, an online
platform, was used to collect and archive tweets
containing search words. Cruise-related hash-
tags like #cruise and #cruisechat were used as
the keywords in Twitter API to collect cruise-
related tweets and their metadata. This is a
standard data collection approach in research
using Twitter data (Bruns & Stieglitz, 2013).
The data set contained a total of 50,414 tweets.

For descriptive analysis and social mapping
analysis, different data transformation and

preparation techniques were applied. Firstly,
only English tweets were retained through the
language filtering process. This removed
approximately 4% of the tweets, which were
in languages other than English. Using English
tweets only, the word relevance to the cruise
setting was evaluated, which revealed other
contexts in which the word “cruise” was used:
Tom Cruise (a movie actor), cruise control (a
feature of a car), cruise nights (an event during
which cars drive slowly at night), and cruise
collection (referring to a fashion style for a
vacation). Tweets using #cruise in these con-
texts were filtered out. As a result, the final data
set contained 42,785 tweets.

Analysis Procedure

Data analyses were conducted in three phases to
identify major topics and patterns in tweet data.
Three specific techniques were used: word fre-
quency, content analysis, and network analysis.
For the word frequency analysis, sentence toke-
nization was first performed to separate each
tweet into discrete words. Other NLP techni-
ques (e.g. stopping words) were also applied
to the data set.

For descriptive analysis, RapidMiner, an
open source data analytics tool, was used to
disassemble and count the frequency of all
texts and hashtags in the tweets. For social
mapping analysis, a scientific social network
analysis tool, Gephi, was adopted to visualize
the network, calculate social network metrics
(e.g. betweenness centrality), and perform clus-
ter analysis.

RESULTS

Text Mining and Word Frequency

Typical tweets contained words, hashtags, and
uniform resource locators (URLs) related to
cruises (see Table 2). The frequency analysis
of words and hashtags generates a large list of
both describing cruise tourism. The most fre-
quent words were highly related to cruise tour-
ism: cruise, http, travel, ship, vacation, and
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island (Table 3). These words reveal several
themes:

● travel-related words – travel, vacation, and
tour;

● destination-related words – Caribbean,
Galapagos, Tahiti, and Bahamas;

● cruise ship or travel company-related
words – ship, allureoftheseas, line, carni-
val, waldoworldtravel, sail, port, and crui-
seaward; and

● emotion-related words – amazingfriends,
epicday, favoritevacation, and love.

These themes indirectly demonstrate that the
data contained a valid set of samples on cruise
tourism. Words or abbreviations like http and
photo reveal that many tweets include pictures
or more information through links using
Hypertext Transfer Protocol (http). Many Twitter
users appear to post tweets to link information
across networks.

The frequency analysis of hashtags shows
approximately 153,000 hashtags in 42,786
tweets or 3.5 hashtags per tweet on average.
More than 13,000 different hashtags appeared
in the data set. Many Twitter conversations also
contained tourism hashtags like #travel, #vaca-
tion, and #fun. Other popular hashtags included
destination-related or company-related hashtags
like #Tahiti, #carnival, #rcl, and #Caribbean.

Indeed, many hashtags are directly related to
conversations under “cruise” and “tourism” like
#cruisechat, #traveltips, and #ttot. These are
unique hashtags used by Twitter users to engage
with other users interested in cruises and travel.
For example, the hashtag #ttot means “travel talk
on Twitter”. This hashtag is also used on other
social media platforms: Facebook has a commu-
nity page where members discuss travel (Travel
Talk on Twitter, n.d.).

Other popular hashtags are not as frequently
used as expected. When compared, some of
these less frequently used hashtags are destina-
tion-related like #mediterranean, #cozumel,
#alaska, and #miami; and company-related
hashtags like #disney. Some hashtags, such as
#wedding, #luxury, and #sunset, indicate a con-
versation about unique events involving cruise
ships and cruise tourism.

Next, as part of an in-depth content analysis
of the Twitter data, 476 of the most active
Twitter users were selected from the 15,596
users in the final data set based on their profile
information: user profile information was col-
lected through Python programming script. An
exemplar profile of commercial user is Sail the

TABLE 2. Examples of Cruise-Related Tweets

Tweet

Here is your ideal #Luxury #Cruise line in our online quiz!
http://t.co/5oMgOw2p3Z124 #Travel #LuxuryTravel
#CruiseChat #Fun #LuxuryCruise #wonderfultrip

RT @hellotouristmtravel: #Cruise Vacation Travel Tips: 5
Tips For The Beginner http://t.co/MuVe4zoQ4t134
#latestnews #traveltips #choosingacruise

TABLE 3. Frequency Analysis Using Popular
Words and Hashtags

Word Frequency Hashtag Frequency

cruise 51,605 #cruise 36,903
http 40,972 #travel 10,032
travel 11,577 #vacation 2,743
ship 4,461 #cruisechat 2,112
vacation 4,252 #allureoftheseas 1,824
island 2,585 #rcl 1,816
cruisechat 2,204 #Tahiti 1,050
allureoftheseas 1,847 #ttot 1,016
amazingfriends 1,806 #Caribbean 949
epicday 1,806 #marquesas 761
favoritevacation 1,806 #cozumel 760
thecarlospena 1,804 #southpacific 730
Caribbean 1,738 #Bahamas 648
line 1,448 #mexico 607
love 1,273 #carnival 579
time 1,262 #Galapagos 576
carnival 1,243 #fun 556
waldoworldtrvl 1,211 #summer 536
sail 1,205 #wedding 463
summer 1,181 #carnivallive 454
photo 1,105 #luxurytravel 441
night 1,094 #disney 339
Galapagos 1,086 #mediterranean 329
port 1,075 #alaska 325
Tahiti 1,067 #miami 296
ttot 1,025 #sunset 289
tour 1,016 #royalcaribbean 280
take 976 #traveltuesday 235
Bahama 973 #bermuda 224
cruiseaward 953 #nyc 223
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world! 15 ships; 500+ cruises; 415 ports; 98
countries; 143 years of #cruise excellence.
Check out our new ship MS #Koningsdam:
http://t.co/zqh17kwboR. The profile information
was then divided into three groups: commercial
(235 users), news/blogs (162 users), and private
(79 users) (Zheng, Kaji, Yoshinaga, & Toyoda,
2012). These users account for 47% of the total
tweets. These tweets were analyzed separately
through text mining and word frequency. The
results show several distinct tweet themes
including the following (Tables 4 and 5):

● destination-related words (commercial users)
– island, Galapagos, Tahiti, and Caribbean;

● promotion-related words (commercial
users) – free, get, luxurytravel, deal, book
(ing), and win;

● information- or review-related words
(news/blogs users) – cruiseaward, cruise-
news, and blog;

● brand or ship name-related words (news/
blog users) – Caribbean, carnival, norwe-
gian, and disney; and

● travel experiences-related words (indivi-
dual users) – photo/photography, romance,
adventure, and love.

TABLE 4. Group Classification (Commercial,
News/Blogs, and Private)

Category Account
number

Tweet
number

Tweet number
per account

Commercial group 235 9,540 40.60
News/blogs group 162 9,157 56.52
Private group 79 1,358 17.20
Total 476 20,055

TABLE 5. Frequent Words Comparison (Commercial, News/Blogs, and Private)

Commercial group News/Blogs group Private group

Words Frequency Words Frequency Words Frequency

island 1,631 cruisechat 956 cruisechat 162
Galapagos 892 line 561 photo/photography 101
Tahiti 645 cruiseaward 422 island 98
Caribbean 635 island 417 Caribbean 75
marquesas 572 port 362 world 68
cruisechat 558 photo 352 romance 63
tour 544 Caribbean 346 ebook 62
adventure 468 cruisenews 335 adventure 51
freighter 467 sea 324 Tahiti 51
southpacific 454 sail 323 love 49
free 405 ttot 319 europe 46
get 390 fun 301 marquesas 45
night 384 blog 294 sail 45
time 383 Tahiti 288 music 44
ttot 366 time 288 sea 43
luxurytravel 364 carnival 283 alaska 42
deal 346 chat 265 fun 40
line 343 vote 263 royalcaribbean 40
photo 336 norwegian 259 freighter 39
sail 330 love 257 nature 39
fun 325 congratulations 250 today 39
book 317 shortlist 249 cruiseaward 38
luxury 317 carnivalcruise 248 resort 38
win 305 marquesas 248 southpacific 38
great 275 disney 231 simontravel 37
europe 273 category 227 amazing 36
sea 271 tip 226 carnival 36
travelboldly 271 today 221 midnight 36
story 263 get 219 Bahama 35
frenchpolynesia 244 river 217 beach 34

Notes. Several frequent words (e.g. cruise, http, rt, ship, travel, and vacation) were removed for better comparison.
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Network Mapping Analysis

Network mapping analysis relies on cluster ana-
lysis and visualizing network topology. Firstly,
the network topology offers a high-level view
of the structure of the network, communication
patterns, and influential users in the network.
Figure 1 represents the entire network of
Twitter users tweeting about cruise tourism
and was constructed using relationships or
links through what are called “mentions”.

The sample tweet (RT@hellotouristmtravel:
#Cruise Vacation Travel Tips: 10 Tips For The
Beginner http://t.co/MuVe4zoQ4t134 #latestnews
#traveltips #choosingacruise) (see Table 2) was
created by user @CaribbeanCoolCruise. In this
case, @CaribbeanCoolCruise mentions @hello-
touristmtravel in its tweet. This mention creates a
link between the two users. Popular users are fre-
quently mentioned by other Twitter users. As a
user accumulates more connections or links
through these mentions, that user becomes central
in the network. According to the figure, a small
number of users in the network are central, and

communication occurs around these users. They
seem to be hubs in the communication network.
This pattern can be observed in other networks
with different contexts, including biology, sociol-
ogy, computer systems, and ecology (Albert &
Barabasi, 2002).

Cluster analysis reveals some large user sub-
groups in the network. The largest subgroup
(Group 1) represents 12.97% of all users;
@TheCarlosPena, a singer and actor with over
2.5 million followers, is the most central user.
Please note that Twitter users in this study are
either travel/cruise companies or individuals
whose identity is accessible to the public, namely
celebrities. Thus, their user names are reported
without disguise in this study. This celebrity-cen-
tered group formed through more than 1900
retweets of a single tweet by the celebrity
(Table 6). The @TheCarlosPena’s tweet uses
only hashtags and a URL, a link to another social
media platform (WhoSay, n.d.) where several
photos of the celebrity on a cruise ship are posted.

Group 2, the blogger-centered group, accounts
for 7.55% of the network. The most central user in

FIGURE 1. Visualization of the Entire Network and Major Clusters

Δ Entire network with tweets regarding cruise travel 

Group 1. 
Celebrity-centered 

(12.97%) 
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Group 4. 
Travel agency-centered 

(5.3%) 
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this group is a blogger (@CruiseMiss) in the
United Kingdom (UK) who shares cruise tour-
ism-related information and pictures. This blogger
is a Twitter power user, with more than 35 tweets
related to cruise traveling during the period of data
collection. These tweets were retweeted.

Group 3 is a network centered around cruise
ship companies (5.43%). In this group, several
active users like @royalcaribbean and @cruise-
norwegian are major cruise line companies.
Interestingly, @royalcaribbean posted no tweets
in these data although @royalcaribbean is the
most active account in this group. The reason for
@royalcaribbean’s high centrality is that other
users, among them @theRCLblog, @beefikeefi,
and @CruiseCritic, mentioned @royalcaribbean
in their tweets to share news and photos about the
cruise ship company.

Group 4 is a network centered around travel
agencies and accounts for 5.3% of the overall
network. In this group,@waldoworldtrvl, a travel
agency, was the most central user. Like Group 1,
@waldoworldtrvl’s tweets draw much attention
from other users, with more than 2000 retweets.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The pervasiveness of social media generates big
data, which presents both opportunities and

challenges for management and researchers in
hospitality and tourism. Companies and organi-
zations can use social media to find out who
their potential customers (and stakeholders) are
and what they want. Also, this new type of data
allows researchers to address important ques-
tions in ways not possible even a decade ago.
At the same time, these new methods require
careful data acquisition, preparation, and analy-
sis. This exploratory study demonstrated the
possibility of applying social media analytics
tools and methods in cruise research.

The frequency analysis of words and hash-
tags identified topics and keywords relevant to
cruise travel. Other than the expected keywords
like cruise and travel, such words as ship, vaca-
tion, and island appear frequently in cruise-
related Twitter posts. This resonates with the
findings of previous studies of cruise travel.
Kester (2003), for example, noted that the cruise
industry represents invaluable business for tra-
vel destinations, especially islands.

Related to this, many tweets referred to spe-
cific travel destinations like the Caribbean,
Galapagos, Tahiti, and the Bahamas, which has
important implications for destination marketers.
Cruise traveler spending on destination service
fees as well as port service fees is a very impor-
tant economic resource (Kester, 2003). Thus,
destination marketers will have a competitive

TABLE 6. Sample Tweets of Popular Users

Active user (group) Number of
postings

Tweet Number of
retweeting

@TheCarlosPena
(Group 1)

1 RT @TheCarlosPena: #epicday with #amazingfriends #allureoftheseas
#rcl #cruise #favoritevacation http://t.co/Lql7JkndEe

1,922

@CruiseMiss
(Group 2)

353 @MSC_Cruises_UK @MSCCruisesAUS #MSCMagnifica photo album
https://t.co/udqWPKWFfm #MSCCruises #Cruise #Travel #CruiseChat

9

Join me on #Pinterest! It’s all about #cruise #travel with me!;) http://t.co/
AiSdYKCcCI #cruisechat #girlstravel #TT #TTOT #NUTS

7

@royalcaribbean
(Group 3)

0 RT @theRCLblog: NEWS: @RoyalCaribbean orders fourth Oasis-class
#cruise ship, biggest ship in the world

21

RT @beefikeefi: #amazing photo of @RoyalCaribbean Quantum of the
Seas (at back) & Anthem of the Seas being built! #cruise #cruising

22

@waldoworldtrvl
(Group 4)

2 RT @waldoworldtrvl: Are you following @waldoworldtrvl & http://t.co/
LKirDcMH1F for gr8 vacation promos & ideas? #travel #vacation #cruise

2,075

Follow us to learn about exclusive travel promotions and ideas for your
next vacation. #travel #cruise #cruisechat

2
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advantage if they follow the trends and commu-
nication patterns on social media (Twitter in
particular) and use social media to inform poten-
tial travelers about their destinations.

Another notable group of words related to
emotion and attitude toward cruise travel include
amazingfriends, epicday, favoritevacation, and
love. This indicates a positive attitude toward
cruise travel. This result is consistent with the
previous findings on motivation and satisfaction
of cruise travelers: cruise tourists are motivated
by escapism, social gathering, beautiful environ-
ment, and scenery (Qu & Ping, 1999).

Also, the word and hashtag frequency analy-
sis suggests that the names of certain cruise
ships and cruise-related companies appear in
tweets. Among them are Allure of the Seas
(cruise ship), Waldo World Travel (travel
agency specializing in cruises), Disney, and
others, suggesting that some cruise ships and
companies actively promote their products and
brands through social media, perhaps making
their names (or brands) more recognizable
than their competitors. One notable word is
Allure of the Seas, a cruise ship operated by
Royal Caribbean International. This implies that
on Twitter, cruise ships themselves are per-
ceived as travel products and destinations. The
cruise literature also suggests this unique char-
acteristic of cruising: “What is novel with cruis-
ing is that the ship represents in itself the
destination, essentially acting as a floating
resort” (Rodrigue & Notteboom, 2013, p. 33).

The study findings present some important
trends in cruise destinations. The Caribbean
has long been popular among cruise travelers
(Hur & Adler, 2013), as shown in the analysis
of both words and hashtags. Caribbean,
Galapagos, and Bahamas are among the most
popular words. Furthermore, in this study evi-
dence was found that these particular destina-
tions have their own hashtags (#carribean,
#Bahamas, or #cozumel). Other places have
also emerged as popular destinations for cruise
travel: #Tahiti, #marquesasa, #Mediterranean,
#southpacific, #alaska, or #mexico. This seems
to reflect some recent changes in the cruise
industry. The Mediterranean (and Alaska) have
become increasingly popular, even eroding the
dominance of the Carribean market (Rodrigue

& Notteboom, 2013). What is also interesting
here is that #Tahiti is more frequently tweeted
than #carribean; moreover, according to the
hashtag frequency analysis, #southpacific and
its islands (e.g. #Tahiti, #marquesas, or #gala-
pagos) appear to receive much attention.

Finally, an in-depth analysis of tweet con-
tents by three use groups – commercial, news/
blogs, and private individuals – shows that busi-
nesses and individuals have different purposes
in mind when using Twitter in the context of
cruise tourism. A few previous studies indicated
that Twitter can be understood as a platform or
tool for marketing, information dissemination,
and personal communication (see for example
Boyd & Ellison, 2007; Kaplan & Haenlein,
2010; Zheng et al., 2012). The results of this
study indicate that for businesses, Twitter is
used primarily for marketing and promotion;
for news and tourism bloggers, it is used for
disseminating cruise-related news and informa-
tion; finally, for individual users, Twitter is used
to share cruise experiences. Tweet contents
from any of the user groups could provide valu-
able information about the decision-making
process of the other user groups. For example,
the businesses in the commercial user group can
harness the tweets of individual users to
uncover their cruise experiences and prefer-
ences. This type of information can be a valu-
able resource for effective marketing and
promotion.

The network mapping analysis allowed visua-
lization of the complex network of all connections
in the data set and identified several important
clusters (or subgroups) of information diffusion.
For the data collection period, a celebrity’s Twitter
account, which tweeted about cruises, links with
2.5 million people. This demonstrates the impor-
tance of “Celebrity Practice” on Twitter (Marwick
& Boyd, 2011, p. 139). Social media platforms
like Twitter set up special relationships between
celebrities and their fans, who share backstage
talks and scenes (Marwick & Boyd, 2011).
Destination marketing organizations could use
the social media network of a celebrity to promote
their products or services.

The second largest subgroup included a small
number of bloggers. These bloggers were either
professionals such as travel experts, or individuals
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with an interest in cruises and travel. Compared
with celebrity tweets, these tweets tended to
spread less extensively. However, these bloggers
were Twitter power users who sharedmore cruise-
related information with their followers. For
example, @CruiseMiss, a professional blogger
sharing information and advice on cruise travel,
has posted more than 25,000 tweets, many of
which include links to detailed cruise-related arti-
cles and pictures available on the blog website
(CruiseMiss Cruise, n.d.). Cruise-related bloggers
provide detailed cruise-related information, which
probably influences potential travelers in their
choice of destinations and cruise ships. Making
and maintaining friendly ties with powerful blog-
gers could be an effective strategy to enhance
company brand recognition or promote new offers
and cruise lines.

Furthermore, certain words related to cruise
ships and travel companies. They include
Waldo World Travel, Disney, Royal Caribbean,
and Cruise Norwegian, among others. The
extant literature has recognized that travel agen-
cies use traditional blogging sites (Web 1.0) as a
market channel (Huang, Yung, & Yang, 2011).
Our study suggests that Twitter (Web 2.0 micro-
blogging technology) is already a tool for travel
agencies and cruise companies to promote and
sell cruise products and services, and some have
moved ahead of others in using Twitter for this
purpose. This echoes the results of the literature
review in that social media are increasingly a
tool for promotion and marketing (Leung, Law,
Hoof, & Buhalis, 2013).

Additional conclusions can be drawn from
this study. While travelers and companies
increasingly use social media, timely and rele-
vant research lags behind (Zeng & Gerritsen,
2014). Many previous studies did use social
media, focusing on traditional social media
technologies like blogging and travel websites.
This study suggests that Twitter, a microblog-
ging platform, is and will continue to be impor-
tant for the tourism and hospitality industry and
related research. Unlike traditional social media
platforms, Twitter requires the development of
big data industry applications in customer
engagement, crisis management, service evalua-
tion, and sentiment analysis. An example is
Accor Hospitality’s social media monitoring

for quality service and customer satisfaction
(Fan & Gordon, 2014). Similarly, tourism and
hospitality research can gain much insight from
Twitter’s big data.

Despite the increasing popularity of social
media, companies and organizations in hospi-
tality and tourism still do not use social media
strategically for marketing, promotion, and
engagement. For example, the electronic word-
of-mouth effect is an expected outcome of
social media marketing practices (Jansen et al.,
2009). Thus, companies and organizations can
use social media and other relevant phenomena
to improve their business performance. The
social media analytics techniques introduced in
this study can help them take initial steps in this
direction.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE
RESEARCH

This exploratory study aimed to contribute to
tourism and hospitality industry research and
thus benefit academics by introducing Twitter
as a data source and social media analytics as a
tool for big data analysis. To this end, cruise-
related tweets were collected and social media
analytics were used to extract valuable intelli-
gence regarding Twitter usage and groups. The
findings of this study and their implications for
research and practice were also discussed. This
new type of data source and the analytical meth-
ods used can complement existing data types
and analysis (Lu & Steppchenkova, 2014;
Wood, Guerry, Silver, & Lacayo, 2013).

This study has some limitations and several
avenues for future research are suggested as
follows. Firstly, the period of data collection
could be longer. While this would not affect
the overall findings of this research, the findings
may be more generalizable if data were col-
lected over a longer period of time. Secondly,
this study remained largely exploratory. There is
much potential for future studies to use Twitter
big data along with extant theories in the tour-
ism and hospitality literature. This type of
research could help in testing and revising exist-
ing theories (or theoretical frameworks) and in
developing new theories using big data. Thirdly,
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methodological issues, specifically validity and
reliability, have not yet been tested for user-
generated content (Lu & Stepchenkova, 2014).
Future research should balance views from both
a theoretical and a managerial perspective.
Fourthly, future research would benefit from
other big data analytics methods and techni-
ques. Social media analytics covers a broad
range of emerging techniques for visualizing
and analyzing social media data, which are
unstructured. Among such techniques, senti-
ment analysis and opinion mining (Thelwall
et al., 2011) can be useful for measuring custo-
mer perceptions and attitudes toward tourism
and hospitality products and services.
Moreover, advanced social network analysis
along with topic modeling (Blei, 2012) could
be valuable for both academics and practi-
tioners. Finally, future research should aim to
develop guidelines for companies and organiza-
tions in the tourism and hospitality sector who
wish to use Twitter and other Web 2.0 platforms
strategically. The literature on electronic word-
of-mouth (Litvin, Goldsmith, & Pan, 2008) and
information diffusion model (Stieglitz & Dang-
Xuan, 2013) could provide a useful theoretical
framework.
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